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SUMMARY

The soft structure of creatures without a rigid internal skeleton can easily adapt
to any atypical environment. In the same context, robots with soft structures can
change their shape to adapt to complex and varied surroundings. In this study, we
introduce a caterpillar-inspired soft crawling robot with a fully soft body. The pro-
posed crawling robot consists of soft modules based on an electrohydraulic actu-
ator, a body frame, and contact pads. The modular robotic design produces de-
formations similar to the peristaltic crawling behavior of caterpillars. In this
approach, the deformable body replicates the mechanism of the anchor move-
ment of a caterpillar by sequentially varying the friction between the robot con-
tact pads and the ground. The robot carries out forward movement by repeating
the operation pattern. The robot has also been demonstrated to traverse slopes
and narrow crevices.

INTRODUCTION

Themigrationmethods of organisms have evolved to secure efficiency and stability to survive in the natural envi-

ronment for a long time. Peristaltic movement is considered one of the most effective methods for overcoming

unstructured terrain.1–3 For example, caterpillars can climb tree branches or navigate complex land. They

perform gait by sequentially contracting segments and bending them into an omega (U) shape.4–6 Suchmotion

is beneficial for certain movements such as twisting the body or going through narrow gaps. Moreover, cater-

pillars have a completely soft body without rigid components, which allows them to interact and adapt to chang-

ing environments.7–10 Their adaptability and biologically simple structure have received considerable attention

as sources of inspiration for robotic research. The field of robotics has begun to apply the principles of natural

models to the exploration and reconnaissanceof terrain that is difficult for humans to access.Moreover, it has led

to the development of biomimetic and bioinspired robots.

Various types of robots with crawling capabilities have been developed to satisfy the operating and move-

ment requirements within constrained environments.11–16 One such robot was designed as a peristaltic

crawling robot mimicking the movement mechanism of an earthworm; such robots are used for terrestrial

exploration and endoscopy.17–20 They are much more useful for operation and control in narrow spaces

compared to multi-legged robots; however, their rigid mechanical components, such as motors and link-

ages, complicate their structure.

An ongoing challenge in robotics is the design of robots that can adapt to unpredictable environments.

Applying softness to robotic design is an attractive solution to this problem because soft robots can

change their shape to accommodate complex surroundings.21,22 The soft structure of animals allows

them to interact and adapt to uncertain environments.23–26 Soft robots offer significant advantages over

rigid ones because they use natural soft materials that are safe to operate and easily adapt to the environ-

ment.27 Many soft robots that utilize flexible structures and smart materials have been proposed. Origami-

inspired structures incorporating actuators are suitable for creating mechanisms that mimic the move-

ments of soft animals.28–30 The actuator of the bow structure performs a crawling or rolling motion through

bending deformation.31 Actuators with these geometric designs require special substrates to assist in

movement. In addition, robots capable of peristaltic gait using a variety of materials, including soft pneu-

matic actuators, soft photo actuators, ionic polymer-metal composites (IPMCs), shape memory alloys

(SMAs), and dielectric elastomer actuators (DEAs) have been presented. Soft pneumatic actuators have

been effectively applied to achieve a peristaltic crawling robot with friction control.32 However, they always

require an external fluid source andmust be connected to bulky pumps and valves, limiting their portability.
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Soft photo actuators generate self-movement without artificial energy and control in response to changes

in light intensity.33,34 Their performances are depending on the brightness factor of the external environ-

ment. IPMCs are applied in the development of annular robots owing to their advantages of low weight and

high deformation.35 However, they are not suitable for dry environments because of the limitations of the

material under wet conditions. The SMA spring actuators act as a contraction and extension of the earth-

worm muscle and exhibit a motion similar to that of a real earthworm.36–40 However, the SMA spring wire

limits the speed of movement of the robot, because it takes a relatively long time to recover to its initial

state. The SMA coil actuators are installed in the soft body to mimic the behavior of a caterpillar capable

of rolling motion.41 SMA coil actuators are convenient muscle-type actuators but have poor fatigue char-

acteristics.42 DEAs are promising candidates for application in robots such as annelid because DEA has

high energy density, electromechanical efficiency, and fast response speed.43,44 Dielectric breakdown

may occur because of high electric fields. They also require a rigid frame and pre-stretch to work effectively.

Recent innovations have made it possible to overcome the limitations of conventional actuators and

enabled the development of flexible electronic devices using electrostatic and hydraulic forces based

on hydraulically amplified self-healing electrostatic (HASEL) actuators.45–47 These actuators have the ad-

vantages of both electrostatic and hydraulic actuators by electrostatically changing the distribution of

the internal liquid with large strains.48 They do not require an external source of compressed fluid or

pumps. They are easy to control because of the usage of electrical power. In addition, they have excellent

deformation without a rigid frame and pre-stretching. We have previously reported that these actuators

produce unidirectional and bidirectional bending, rotary, and twisting motions depending on the various

module designs.49–51 Bending and rotational movements are developed using manipulators, such as grip-

pers, and active plates, respectively. In addition, the generated linear motion is applied to a robot capable

of forwarding traverse from other research groups.52 The stacked structure of donut-shaped HASEL actu-

ators allows forward motion, but it remains challenging to pass through narrow gaps because it is difficult

to create a wavy curved structure. Thus, it is necessary to modify the various motions and module designs

developed thus far to be similar to biological motions. In this study, we introduce a modular soft crawling

robot inspired by a caterpillar peristaltic moving mechanism based on bending motion and design by inte-

grating these technologies. Figure 1 shows the conceptual design of the proposed crawling robot.

The proposed soft crawling robot consists of modules based on an electrohydraulic actuator, a body frame,

and contact pads. The module is composed of flexible films and a dielectric fluid. In addition, each module

is divided into a head module with electrodes and a tail module without electrodes. The two modules are

connected using a soft-body frame. This design produces deformations similar to the peristaltic crawling

behavior of caterpillars. Forward movement is performed through the cooperation of the two modules.

Moreover, the robot can traverse slopes and narrow crevices.

Consequently, thesemodular soft crawling robots based on electrohydraulic actuators have potential for a wide

range of applications, including bioinspired robotics, environmental monitoring, and animal behavior studies. In

addition, crawling robots enable unstructured area exploration and small-goods delivery operations.

RESULTS

Bioinspiration design of soft crawling robot

Creatures such as caterpillars have fewer restrictions on shape and form, allowing them to transform with a

great degree of freedom. They crawl by contracting their bodies into a wavy shape. Mimicking this

Figure 1. Concept of movement of soft crawling

robot
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biological movement using traditional robotic systems is challenging and usually requires complex mech-

anisms and a large number of actuators. As a novel approach for crawling, we have designed a soft robot

with reference to the soft structure of caterpillars. The soft crawling robot is inspired by the body geometry

and movement of caterpillars. Figure 2A shows the design and a photograph of the soft crawling robot.

We present a crawling robot with fluid-filled modules similar to a real caterpillar. The robot consists of two

modules with a constant volume (head and tail modules), a flexible body frame, and two pads (head and tail

pads), as shown in Figure 2B. The two modules are arranged in series and are capable of retracting motion

in a wavy shape. The body frame acts as a soft body and makes a natural transition between the retraction

and expansion phases in the longitudinal direction. In addition, two pads are attached to the bottom of

each module to act as the feet of the robot.

Another approach for making robots adaptable to various environments is to exploit the mechanisms used by

organisms in similar environments. The basic mechanism of most peristaltic crawling is friction. Like the feet of

the caterpillar, the head and tail pads of the proposed crawling robot play an important role in their movement

byactingasa sourceof friction.When the robot is retracted, it isdesigned tocreatehigh frictionwithonly thehead

pad abutting the ground and the tail pad not abutting the ground. However, when the robot is stretched in a sta-

ble state, the tail pad with relatively high friction is fixed to the ground and the head pad slides off the surface.

Fabrication of soft crawling robot

The soft crawling robot has a caterpillar-inspired design, including head and tail modules. First, the head

module as an actuator consists of a shell containing a fluid, wiring materials, and flexible electrodes

Figure 2. Detailed design of soft crawling robot and operation principle of head module actuator

(A) Schematic and picture of crawling robot.

(B) Configuration diagram for robot fabrication.

(C) Fabrication methods of the head module and tail module.

(D) Operation mechanism of head module actuator.
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(Figure 2C). The module is composed of flexible biaxially oriented polypropylene (BOPP) films and filled

with a dielectric liquid. Carbon conductive tape is attached to both sides of the shell surface as a flexible

electrode. The tail module is fabricated by a process similar to that used for the head module. Unlike the

active head module, the passive tail module does not require electrodes.

The two modules are then attached in series to the body frame to mimic the wavy shape of a caterpillar. A

flexible polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film is used as the body frame. The body frame produces a defor-

mation similar to the peristaltic crawling motion of the caterpillar by converting the bending motion of the

electrohydraulic actuator into a wavy motion.

Finally, the pads in contact with the ground are fabricated using two materials with different coefficients of

friction. The head pad is made by laser-cutting a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) sheet. The head pad is attached to

the end of the head module. The flexible tail pad made of silicone rubber exhibits flexibility and high fric-

tion. A tail pad is attached to the end of the tail module. Additional fabrication details are provided in the

STAR Methods.

Operation mechanism of head module actuator

The completed head module actuator is operated using electrostatic and hydraulic forces as shown in Fig-

ure 2D. The head module consists of a flexible but inextensible polymer shell, the interior of which is filled

with a dielectric fluid. When the voltage input is ‘‘OFF,’’ the actuator is in the resting state. When voltage is

applied to the electrodes attached to both sides of the shell, the electrostatic force attracts the electrodes

and squeezes the liquid. The fluid is then pushed into a section that is unaffected by the voltage input.

Increasing the voltage above a certain value causes a pull-in phenomenon in which the electrode is fully

pulled beyond the increase in mechanical restoring force.45 After pull-in switching, the operating strain

of the actuator is further increased. Therefore, as the process progress, the cross-section of the part where

the fluidmoves become convex. Owing to the non-extensibility of the shell and the pressure of the fluid, the

thickness of the cross-section of the non-electrode part is increased and the length of the side is reduced.

At the same time, the actuator module demonstrates an upward bendingmotion owing to the difference in

stiffness between the head module and the PET film attached to the bottom of the head module. Changes

in the shell cross-section cause bending deformation of the head module, followed by wavy transitions and

overall linear contraction of the soft crawling robot.

Operation mechanism of crawling motion

In general, the peristaltic gait of caterpillar crawl is based on an anchor movement mechanism. The move-

ment immobilizes the forepaw and uses the muscles of the middle part to contract the rest of the body.

Caterpillars move forward while stretching their front paw with their hind paw fixed. This pattern is

repeated to allow caterpillars to crawl along the ground.

As shown in Figure 3A, the crawling motion of the robot involves three steps. (1) If power is not supplied to

the head module actuator, it is in its initial state. (2) The head module actuator is operated with a head pad

that is firmly fixed to the surface. When the head module actuator operates, it is fixed by its own weight and

the head pad is supported from the ground. The bending deformation of the head module pulls the tail

module that is connected to the body frame. In this way, the tail pad does not come into contact with

the ground, and in the next step, it does come into contact with the ground, causing a high friction value.

(3) A robot with a deformable body has wave like deformation and longitudinal movement. The tail pad is

supported on the surface when the robot body is bent in a wavy shape by the weight of the tail module. The

rear friction is greater than the front friction force owing to the relatively high friction coefficient of silicone.

When the head module actuator is turned off, the electrostatic attraction gradually dissipates. The head

pad slides off the surface as owing to the restoring force generated by the fluid flow. The body moves for-

ward through stretching. Therefore, the soft crawling robot achieves crawling motion as the head and tail

pads are sequentially used as anchors.

With the periodic operation of the head module actuator, the head and tail pads are alternately fixed and

driven, and the entire soft robot is moved. One cycle is defined by the inclusion of all three steps of the

crawling motion. Stride length is the total distance traveled (X) in one cycle.
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Continuous crawling motion

The anchor movement mechanism allows the soft crawling robot tomove in the forward direction. To inves-

tigate the operating capability of the crawling robot, movement according to the operating cycle at an

input peak-to- peak voltage of 10 kV was investigated. The operating frequency was 0.02 Hz and the square

wave had a 20% duty cycle. A detailed description of the circuit configuration and setup for testing is pro-

vided in the STAR Methods.

Figure 3. Motion principle and continuous crawling results

(A) Cross-sectional view of crawling process.

(B) Snapshots of soft crawling robot movements on a glass plate.

(C) Crawling displacement result at 0.02 Hz.

(D) Crawling displacement result at 0.05 Hz.
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Figure 3B shows the movement according to the sequence of operations of the soft crawling robot on

a glass surface. The operating cycle was repeated three times, starting at 0 s. At 0 s, it was the initial

state of the robot. At 1 s, when an input voltage was applied to the head module actuator, the shell

cross-section of the head module became preferentially convex. This deformation caused a bending

deformation of the robot body. When the head pad was fixed, the tail module and tail pad were

pulled forward. Therefore, longitudinal contraction of the robot occurred. The tail pad, which has a

relatively high friction force, remained fixed to the surface. After supplying voltage for 10 s, the elec-

trostatic attraction of the head module gradually disappeared. Then, the head pad slid as the fluid in

the head module returned to its initial state. At 26 s, the robot was shown in a state of being

stretched forward. At 50 s, the robot reached its initial resting state. The soft crawling robot therefore

realized crawling motion with repeated movements in sequence. A video demonstrating the crawling

behavior of the robot is shown in Video S1.

The operational performance of the soft robot was tested for the input frequency of the head module actu-

ator. Optical data were acquired using a motion-tracking program. A detailed description of the recording

and motion tracking is provided in the STAR Methods.

The crawling distance traveled by the robot over a certain period is shown in Figure 3C. The input signal was

a square wave with an input voltage of 10 kV, operating frequency of 0.02 Hz, and a 20% duty cycle. The

stride length moved at the tip of the head module was measured over three cycles. In the first cycle, the

head module started moving 4.06 s after the applied voltage was turned off. The robot body moved for-

ward while stretching for 11.04 s. The soft crawling robot was considered to have reached a steady state

from the second operating cycle onwards. It can be seen that the robot was gradually pushed forward after

the voltage was turned off and 6.45 s later. It took approximately 11.76 s for the robot body to fully unfold.

The peak-to-peak displacements for cycles 1, 2, and 3 were approximately 6.96, 5.51, and 4.31 mm,

respectively.

Next, we changed the input signal frequency of the head module actuator to 0.05 Hz under the same

amplitude condition. The input signal was a square wave with a 20% duty cycle. The crawling distance

of the robot in the time domain is shown in Figure 3D. In the first cycle, the applied voltage was

turned off and after 5.30 s the crawling robot started to move. It was stretched almost immediately

for 10.70 s. In the steady state, the voltage was turned off, started moving after 6.97 s and returned

to its initial space after approximately 9.04 s. This value is the average of the second and third cycles.

The peak-to-peak displacements for cycles 1, 2, and 3 were approximately 3.67, 2.38, and 2.22 mm,

respectively.

The results showed that it took a certain amount of time for the voltage applied to the head module to turn

off and for the charge to be completely discharged. In addition, the robot required a recovery time of

approximately 9–11 s to fully unfold as it slipped. This probably indicates that higher operating frequencies

may not have sufficient release time for liquid movement.50 It was determined that a low operating fre-

quency was more conducive to the operation of the robot.

Mathematical modeling of soft crawling robot

A mathematical model of the robot was developed for the proposed crawling robot. A theoretical under-

standing of the design provides a means of predicting the movements of robots without conducting actual

tests. Figure 4A shows the modeling schematic of the soft robot.

Given the properties of the soft crawling robot, it has been modeled as a system consisting of a massless

spring, a damper, and two masses in the horizontal plane.53 The generally known force equilibrium equa-

tions for the two masses can be established as

mT €xT ðtÞ+mHxT ðtÞ+ c _xT ðtÞ � kxHðtÞ � c _xHðtÞ = � fT ðtÞ
mH €xHðtÞ � kxT ðtÞ � c _xT ðtÞ+ kxHðtÞ+ c _xHðtÞ = FðtÞ � fHðtÞ; (Equation 1)

where mH , mT , k, c, F , fH , and fT are the masses of the head and tail modules, spring constant, damping

coefficient, driving force for operation of the robot, and frictional forces generated by the head and tail

modules, respectively. t is the time variable. In addition, xH and xT as the end positions of mH and mT ,

respectively.
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When both paws of the caterpillar are actuated simultaneously, an equal amount of force is created on the

walking surface, preventing the caterpillar from moving in either direction. Anisotropic friction is required

at one end to convert the caterpillar bending motion into a forward motion. Based on this, the robot model

alternately applies friction forces according to its relative motion with respect to the surface. The friction

force associated with each pad can be expressed according to the established method54 as

fiðtÞ =
�
sign½ _xiðtÞ �mimig if j _xiðtÞjR vi

0 if j _xiðtÞj< vi

�
; i = TðTailÞ or HðHeadÞ; (Equation 2)

where mi and g are the friction coefficient and the gravitational acceleration constant, respectively. In addi-

tion, vi is the transition boundary condition for anisotropic friction. vi is defined in a narrow range close to

zero. When the mass starts to slide and the velocity satisfies the boundary condition, it is affected by fric-

tion. When the velocity does not satisfy this condition, the friction force is assumed to be zero.

The electrostatic forcegeneratedby the voltage causes thedielectric liquid to flow to the non-electrodepart and

generates kinetic energy.When the voltage is released, the stored energy returns the dielectric liquid to its initial

state and provides energy for the soft crawling robot tomove forward. After all, the driving force for the forward

motion of the crawling robot is derived from the electrostatic force applied to the head module actuator. It is

assumed that the driving force and input voltage of the head module actuator share the same frequency of

0.02 Hz and the same 20% duty cycle. As shown in Figure 3C, the crawling robot starts moving approximately

17 s after a voltage is applied to the head module actuator in a steady state. Therefore, the driving force is

set to have a time delay of 17 s compared to the input voltage signal. The driving force is derived from a Fourier

series representation.55 Specifically, a periodic even-pulse function of a cosine series is considered. This function

has an amplitude a, a period of 50 s, and a pulse width of 10 s. The electrically induced driving force applied to

the robot can be approximated as follows, as

FðtÞ = a

�
0:2 + 0:3744 cos

�
1

8
ðt � 17Þ

�
+ 0:3029 cos

�
2

8
ðt � 17Þ

�
+ 0:0936 cos

�
4

8
ðt � 17Þ

�

� 0:0624 cos

�
6

8
ðt � 17Þ

�
� 0:0865 cos

�
7

8
ðt � 17Þ

��
;

(Equation 3)

where a is a constant that adjusts the magnitude of the force.

The modeling results have been solved numerically using ‘NDSolve’ in MATHEMATICA. The parameters

are summarized in Table 1. The values of k, c, and a have been manually fitted using the experimental re-

sults shown in Figure 3C. The masses have beenmeasured using a scale. The friction coefficient of the head

pad has been measured using a friction coefficient measuring equipment. The friction coefficient of the tail

pad has been cited.56

Figure 4B shows the stride length X (= xHðtÞ) of the crawling robot during steady state motion. The X data

points are shifted to the origin. The predicted deformation of the crawling robot is first fixed before moving

forward, and then slowly moves forward in the direction of travel. This movement pattern is similar to the

Figure 4. Mathematical model of soft crawling robot and modeling results

(A) Double mass-spring-damper model of robot.

(B) Comparison of experimental and theoretical results.
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anchor mechanism of the forelimbs observed in the caterpillar gait. The theoretical results are consistent

with the reformation observed in the experiment. The R2 value is 0.9809. Although there is a small discrep-

ancy, our model can provide a mean of analyzing the performance of the robot.

The electrical energy generated by the head module actuator is converted into kinetic energy for forward

crawling of the soft crawling robot. Because themagnitude of the electric field rapidly decreases in the non-

electrode part of the head module actuator, only the electrical energy stored in the electrode part is

considered.57,58 Assuming that there is no liquid between the compression films after fully adhesion, the

compressed region is treated as a parallel plate capacitor.59 The electrical energy Ee stored in the electric

field between the electrodes is expressed as

Ee =
1

2
CV2 =

1

2

�
εrε0

A

d

�
V2; (Equation 4)

whereC is the dielectric fluid capacitance, V is the input voltage, εr is the relatively permittivity of dielectric fluid,

ε0 is the dielectric constant in vacuum, A is the size of the electrode, and d is the distance between the elec-

trodes. The parameters used in the equation are summarized in Table 2. Electrical energy was calculated to

be approximately 27.8 mJ. Although the soft crawling robot moves forward from its initial stop state, the kinetic

energy Ek can be equated to the work done W by the driving force by the work-kinetic energy theorem.

Ek = W = FDx; (Equation 5)

where F is the magnitude of the driving force, and Dx is the stride length change of the crawling robot. The

driving force applied while the crawling robot moves forward is calculated as a constant value through

Equation 3. The parameters used in the equation are summarized in Table 2. Kinetic energy was calculated

to be approximately 2.117 10�5 mJ. Therefore, the electrical energy stored in the head module actuator is

converted into energy required for the pressure energy of the dielectric liquid and geometric deformation.

Some of the energy is lost as thermal energy generated by frictional forces. The efficiency of the energy

converted to the working deformation in the crawling robot becomes lower.

Demonstration at other conditions

Experiments were conducted to further demonstrate the ability of the soft crawling robot to move in a

confined environment. The robot was operated with the same input signal as that in the continuous

Table 2. Parameters for the equations

Parameter Value

εr 3.2

ε0 8.854 $ 10�12 F/m

A 0.0011 m2

d 0.000056 m

V 10 kV

F 0.3041 $ 10�5 N

Dx 6.960 $ 10�3 m

Table 1. Parameters for the equations

Parameter Value

k 10�5 N/m

c 10�1 N/m

a 0.37

mT 2 g

mH 6 g

mT 0.61

mH 0.22

g 9.81 m/s2
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crawling motion experiment. A voltage of 10 kV and an operating frequency of 0.02 Hz were applied. Fig-

ure 5 shows the images of the crawling robot at each time step.

Figure 5A shows the soft crawling robot climbing a glass plate with an inclination angle of 2� to the

ground. A crawling robot on an incline took more time than horizontal movement because it was prone

to sliding in the opposite direction under its weight. A video of the robot climbing a slope is provided in

Video S2.

Figure 5B displays the soft crawling robot passing through a crevice. The gap was made up of an acrylic

plate at a height of 15 mm from the ground. The crawling robot crawled into the crevice by alternately

Figure 5. Demonstration results of soft crawling robot

(A) Snapshots of climbing slope test.

(B) Snapshots of test regarding passing through the narrow gap.
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anchoring its pads. When the back of the robot touched the obstacle, the height of its body was limited by

the gap. The crawling robot detected the structure andmoved forward, unaffected by external factors. This

is an advantage for soft robots. The narrow-gapmotion proved that the robot has very good environmental

adaptability and autonomous movement ability. A video of the robot going through this gap is shown in

Video S3.

DISCUSSION

In this study, a caterpillar-inspired soft crawling robot is presented. Themain advantage of using electrohydraulic

materials as a designmethod formimicking wavy gait is low weight and high deflection. Typical HASEL crawling

actuators did not use wavy shape bending.52 We have provided new possibilities for the crawling method by

combiningmodulesbasedonan electrohydraulic actuator, a body frame, and contact pads. Themodular design

results inmovement variations similar to the peristaltic crawling behavior of caterpillars. Themodular structure of

the robot can be easily extended, which demonstrates the potential to create robots of various lengths. Direc-

tional control can be achieved using a parallel combination of modules. This is a further research area inspired in

part by other concepts and ideas.60,61 The developed soft robot has the ability to pass through obstacles in a

confined spaceowing to its thin thickness and the total weight of 8 g. Table 3 shows the specification comparison

data of our crawling robot and conventional crawling robotsmade by soft actuators. Several soft crawling robots

have achieved high speed performance at the expense of design parameters such as thickness and weight. Fast

performance is often an important advantage, but crawling speed alone is not enough to describe all aspects of

a system. The thin body is a good alternative for getting through narrow gaps. Lightweight is an indicator for the

energy efficiency of soft robots. Moreover, the developed robot is possible to predict the operational perfor-

mance of the robot by understanding the theoretical model without additional fabrication. A mathematical

model may include parameter optimization. The proposed crawling robot has been modeled as a dual-mass

spring damper system. The results have been verified by comparisonwith the experimental data. The prediction

of the robot behavior has been modeled empirically because the actuation response was highly non-linear.

Other theoretical models can be built for the control and manufacturing optimization of the system. The robot

has been experimentally implemented using continuous peristaltic crawling. This demonstration also confirms

its applicability to a variety of environments, including slopes and narrow crevices. The motion is generated

and controlled along the friction coefficients of the robot pads, whereas the headmodule actuators periodically

provide mechanical power. The non-slip fixed pad improves the movement efficiency of the robot and allows it

to crawl over complex terrain. The relatively sufficient surface roughness of the substrate compared to the glass

surface used in the experiment prevents the robot from slipping during continuous motion.62 However, the fric-

tion of the pad is difficult to maintain on wet surfaces, so there is little possibility of crawling on wet surfaces.32

Following this point of view, we look forward to the development of scalable multi-module crawling robots that

can adapt to uneven terrain and various surfaces. The operating performance also depends on the input signal.

Continuously applying voltages of the same polarity causes charge to be retained and accumulated. This pre-

vents the liquid dielectric from fully returning to its initial position.62 Reversing the polarity in a continuous cycle

relieves charge retention and improves performance.

We have identified the potential for adaptability and autonomous mobility of soft crawling robots. The pro-

posed robotic concept offers new possibilities for soft bioinspired robots. Future research is expected to

further explore robotic systems that enable steering and movement on uneven terrains.

Limitations of the study

The operation of the soft crawling robot fabricated and tested in this study has relatively large deviations

owing to the handmade process of fabrication. In addition, crawling robots require external wires and

Table 3. Comparison with other soft crawling robots

Soft crawling robot Actuator type Thickness (mm) Mass (g) Linear speed (mm/s) Body length (mm)

Proposed one Electrohydraulic 2.5 8 0.1392 125

Zou et al.63 Pneumatic �60 450�810 �5 154

Umedachi et al.42 SMA 12 – 112 199

Cao et al.43 DEA + Electroadhesion Body(2) + Feet(�) – 4.16 208

Mitchell et al.52 HASEL 50 �240 14.75 �140
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power, which limit their functionality in real-world environments. This problem can be solved by developing

robots with embedded systems such as power and control circuits.

The non-linear response of soft crawling robots based on electrohydraulic actuation assumes several con-

ditions for solving mathematical models. A simplified theoretical model can provide insight into the

response of soft crawling robots. These insights can be used to guide actuator design. However, some as-

sumptions can make discrepancies in accurately predicting changes in robots. The mathematical model

should be studied further to minimize the differences within the real system.

Future research on this topic will focus on attaching lightweight and flexible sensors to crawling robots to

detect the external environment. The posture and position of the robot can be adjusted based on sensor

information. Soft crawling robots integrated with sensors can be utilized for applications such as animal

behavior and transport operation studies.
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METHOD DETAILS

Fabrication details

To demonstrate crawling motions, we developed a new type of soft crawling robot comprising two mod-

ules, a body frame, and two pads. The head module, as an actuator, consists of a fluid-filled shell, wiring

material, and flexible electrodes. The module had a trapezoidal design with a top, bottom, and height

of 2.5, 5, and 5.5 cm, respectively. A 0.5 mm thick cloth was cut using a laser cutter according to the pre-

pared design used for bone fabrication. The bone was inserted between two BOPP films. Following the

prepared pattern, the two BOPP films were bonded using a heat press machine, except for the liquid in-

jection inlet. The heating temperature was 80�C, and the heating time was 40 s. After the bone was

removed, 3 mL of FR3 was injected into the shell as a dielectric fluid. Then, the fluid inlet was completely

sealed using a bonding machine. All the shells were cut, leaving some margins at the edges. A carbon

conductive tape was attached to both sides of the shell surface using flexible electrodes (Figure S1). The

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

BOPP film (25 mm) Biztem Co., Ltd., Korea N/A

PET film (100 mm) JONG IE NARA, Korea N/A

Dielectric Fluid (FR3) Cargill, USA N/A

Carbon conductive tape Nishin EM.CO., Ltd., Japan N/A

Ecoflex 0030 part A Smooth-On, Inc., USA N/A

Ecoflex 0030 part B Smooth-On, Inc., USA N/A

Platinum silicone cure accelerator

(productPlatcat)

Smooth-On, Inc., USA N/A

Software and algorithms

ProAnalyst Motion Analysis Software Xcitex, Inc., USA https://www.xcitex.com

Solidworks Dassault Systems Solidworks Co., USA https://www.solidworks.com

MATHEMATICA Wolfram Research, Inc., USA https://www.wolfram.com

Other

Laser cutter (Epilog Fusion Edge - RF30w) Epilog Laser Co, USA N/A

Heat press (HP3805) Xinhong Mech & Elec Co., Ltd., China N/A

Impulse Foot Sealer (FI-450/5) Hana Corporation Ltd., Korea N/A

3D printer (Fortus 450mc) Stratasys, Ltd., USA N/A

Waveform generator (33500B series) Keysight Technologies, USA N/A

Power amplifier (MK-200002B) MKPOWER, Inc., Korea N/A

Camera (DSC-RX100M4) Sony, Japan N/A
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design shape and parameters of the head module were determined as follows. The trapezoidal design was

chosen for the actuator module to improve the bending action. The asymmetry of the electrode and non-

electrode parts played an important role in achieving the desired bending motion.49,64 Unlike belt-shaped

soft robots, the asymmetrical design allowed forward movement by creating a structure that broke the bal-

ance at the end.65 These results were compatible with biomimetic concepts inspired by the design of crea-

tures with progressively decreasing widths observed in elephant trunks, and fish.66,67 To determine the

amount of liquid injected into the headmodule, the volume was calculated when the non-electrode section

was maximally inflated. As shown in the figure, the theoretical maximum volume was obtained through a

simple geometric change of the cross-section (Figure S2). The geometry was assumed to be divided

into two truncated circular cylinders. When the voltage was turned off, the length of the non-electrode sec-

tion was L, and the short vertical length was 2h2. When voltage is applied, the diameter of the base of one

truncated circular cylinder was d and was obtained as follows

d =
2L

p
; (Equation 6)

The long and short heights of the divided truncated circular cylinder were h1 and h2, respectively. A trun-

cated circular cylinder was expressed as a circular cylinder with the same base area and height as h1 +h2
2 . The

volumeVc of each truncated circular cylinder was obtained as follows68

Vc =
pd2

4

h1 + h2

2
; (Equation 7)

2Vc was set as the net volume of the pouch at maximum inflation. The parameters used in the equations are

summarized in Table S1. The theoretical maximum volume was calculated to be approximately 6 mL. The

dielectric fluid equivalent to 50% of the volume that can fill the non-electrode part was injected.

Next, a tail module was created to support the body. The two BOPP films were bonded according to the

same design as that of the head module. 1 mL of dielectric fluid was injected into the shell and the inlet was

sealed. The shell was cut along its edge with constant margins.

The body frame had a trapezoidal design that was symmetrically placed using PET films with top, bottom,

and height of 3.2, 4.5, and 5 cm, respectively. Two modules were attached to the body frame.

The head pad also had a trapezoidal shape with a top, bottom, and height of 2.5, 5, and 5 cm, respectively.

The PVC sheet was laser-cut according to the specified design. The head pad was attached to the bottom

of the head module.

Finally, a mold was designed using the Solidworks software for tail pad manufacturing, and the design was

printed using a 3D printer. The design of the mold is presented in Figure S1. The silicone solutions were

mixed with Ecoflex 0030 part A, Ecoflex 0030 part B, and a platinum silicone cure accelerator in a ratio

of 1:1:0.04; the resulting mixture was poured into a mold and cured at room temperature for 2 h. The

tail pad was attached to the bottom end of the tail module.

Circuit configuration

The experimental setup for testing the soft crawling robot was as follows. The waveform generator and po-

wer amplifier were connected to supply power to the head module actuator of the soft robot. The input

voltage was controlled using a waveform generator. The positive ð + Þ and negative ð � Þ ports of the power

amplifier were connected to the electrodes on each side of the head module actuator. A 100 MU resistor

was connected in parallel between the ð + Þ and ð � Þ ports for discharging between the electrodes. The

square wave input signal used to drive the soft crawling robot included the magnitude of the input voltage

and frequency. Electrohydraulic actuators typically required a pull-in voltage of more than 8 kV to oper-

ate.45,51 Increasing the input voltage could increase the operating displacement, but could lead to electri-

cal failure. The input peak voltage was determined to be 10 kV to ensure the long-term stable operation of

the crawling robot. Also, the operation at high frequency caused the start of the next operation cycle while

the robot was still stretching. Each actuation cycle had to be long enough so that the crawling robot would

not enter the next cycle before fully extending. According to the continuous crawlingmotion results, it took

about 7 s for the voltage to turn off and then start moving. This meant the time required for the electrode to

discharge. Also, it took at least 12 s for the robot to unfold fully. This meant that the minimum operating
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time needs 19 s for fully discharging and unfolding. The input signal was set to a frequency of 0.02 Hz and a

duty cycle of 20% high signal to ensure sufficient running time for the soft crawling robot.

Recording and motion tracking

A soft crawling robot was placed horizontally on the ground to measure its movements. The movement of

the crawling robot was recorded in real-time using a camera. The camera was placed on the side of the

robot. The camera images were captured at 30 fps. Crawling distance data were obtained using a motion

tracking program. A trace marker was attached to the end of the head module.
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